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o (57) Abstract: The present invention, in some embodiments thereof, generally relates to methods and devices for determining the
health status of a subject, e.g., whether the subject has a disease or other condition. In some embodiments, a plurality or mixture of
species may be differentially solubilized in a single two-phase aqueous system, or other multi-phase aqueous system. The nature or
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of the species concentrations in one of the phases, and/or the ratios of species in the phases may be determined, and in some cases
compared to their respective values for healthy and/or diseased subjects to determine the health status of the subject.



METHODS AND DEVICES FOR ANALYZING
SPECIES TO DETERMINE DISEASES

RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Serial No.

61/681,814, filed August 10, 2012, entitled "Methods and Devices for Analyzing Species to

Determine Diseases," by Chait, et ah, incorporated herein by reference in its entirety

FIELD

The present invention, in some embodiments thereof, generally relates to methods and

devices for determining a disease or condition in a subject. In some embodiments, a plurality

of species may be differentially solubilized in a multi-phase aqueous system wherein the

nature of solubilization of the species may serve to identify a disease or condition in a subject.

In certain cases, the present invention generally relates to methods for diagnosing cancers or

other diseases in a subject.

BACKGROUND

Most disease involves a variety of changes in the human body. For example, cancers,

viral and bacterial illnesses, genetic conditions, and other ailments generally involve a variety

of changes in metabolic systems and biomolecule behavior. As is known in the detection of

sepsis, looking at a single biomarker is often not accurate in detecting the condition;

analyzing several discreet biomarkers on the other hand may give stronger clues to the

possibility of septic shock in a subject.

While monitoring multiple biomarkers may be appealing for accurate disease

diagnostics, tracking two or more biomarkers can be a technical challenge, and furthermore,

monitoring of the level, expression, or concentration of the biomarkers may be confounded

by other conditions leading to the same or different observations. Biomarker proteins may

also contain information related to a disease process in their three-dimensional structure

and/or interaction with other ligands. The ideal diagnostic system for cancer and other

serious illness would therefore allow for a single technical protocol to be applied to a

biological sample, wherein structural information related to two or more biomarkers could be

worked up in parallel and quickly analyzed for differences related to the underlying disease

or condition.



SUMMARY

The subject matter of the present invention involves, in some cases, interrelated

products, alternative solutions to a particular problem, and/or a plurality of different uses of

one or more systems and/or articles.

It is therefore a purpose, in some embodiments, to describe methods and devices for

determining a disease or condition as a function of dissolution pattern of a plurality of species

in aqueous phases of a multi-phase partitioning system. In some embodiments of the

invention, a single aqueous phase may be analyzed for multi-species presence and

biomolecule concentration, without recourse to analyzing concentration of the species in the

aqueous portion of the second phase.

The invention includes, in one aspect, a method for diagnosing a predetermined

cancer comprised of the following: collecting a biological fluid from a subject; partitioning

the biological fluid in an aqueous two-phase partitioning system; assaying aqueous phases of

the two phase partitioning system for a plurality of predetermined analytes, using at least one

assay specific for the each analyte; calculating a partition coefficient K for each analyte,

wherein K is a ratio of amount of dissolved analyte in each aqueous phase of the two phase

partitioning system; and, determining presence or risk level of the predetermined cancer in

the subject by comparing numerical values of calculated partition coefficients with reference

values previously determined for the plurality of analytes in the biological fluid taken from

individuals with and without the predetermined cancer.

In one set of embodiments, the assaying is performed with a plurality of analyte

specific immuno-based assays.

In another set of embodiments, the analyte specific immuno-based assays include

ELISA tests.

In another set of embodiments, the two-phase partitioning system is adapted to

differentially partition the plurality of analytes when the predetermined cancer is present or

absent in the subject.

In another set of embodiments, the plurality of analytes includes at least two unique

biomolecules.

In another set of embodiments, the method is applied as a part of a mathematical or

statistical algorithm, optionally in conjunction with information obtained from imaging,

genetic, or a biochemical test.

In another set of embodiments, individuals without the predetermined cancer include

individuals with benign tumors.



In another set of embodiments, the diagnosing is used to screen, diagnose, classify

according to phenotype/genotype, aid in therapeutic course of action, monitor progression, or

detect recurrence of the predetermined cancer.

In another set of embodiments, the numerical values of the partition coefficients are

used to select a therapeutic drug or course of therapeutic intervention.

In another set of embodiments, the partitioning involves vortexing and centrifugation

of the two-phase partitioning system with the plurality of analytes present.

In another set of embodiments, the predetermined cancer is selected from the list:

throat cancer, stomach cancer, pancreatic cancer, brain cancer, lung cancer, cervical cancer,

prostate cancer, breast cancer, testicular cancer, ovarian cancer, oral cancer, throat cancer,

esophagus cancer, and intestinal cancer and intestinal cancer.

In another set of embodiments, the plurality of predetermined analytes is used as

biomarkers for the predetermined cancer presence or risk.

In another set of embodiments, the reference values are determined from blood

samples taken from individuals with and free of the predetermined cancer.

Another aspect of the invention includes a liquid partitioning system for use in the

detection of a predetermined disease in a subject, including: two liquid phases, the liquid

phases being substantially immiscible, wherein each liquid phase has an aqueous component

wherein a plurality of predetermined analytes associated with the predetermined disease are

solubilized, and wherein the concentrations of the predetermined analytes in the liquid phases

are related to the presence or absence of the predetermined disease in the subject.

In one set of embodiments, the liquid phases include at least one polymer and at least

one salt.

In another set of embodiments, the liquid phases include at least one of polyethylene

glycol, dextran, polyvinyleperrolidone, Ficoll, and copolymer of ethylene glycol and

propylene glycol.

In another set of embodiments, the liquid phases are manipulated within a

microfluidics element.

In another set of embodiments, the plurality of analytes includes at least two unique

biomolecules

In another set of embodiments, the plurality of analytes is derived from a human

biological fluid.



In another set of embodiments, the biological fluid is selected from the following:

whole blood, blood serum, blood plasma, saliva, urine, CNS fluid, breast nipple aspirate

fluid, cerebral spinal fluid, and semen.

In another set of embodiments, the system is a component of a disease detection unit.

In another set of embodiments, the predetermined disease is a cancer.

In another set of embodiments, concentrations of the predetermined analytes in at

least one of the phases are compared to concentration values for the predetermined analytes

in the corresponding phases associated with individuals without and with the predetermined

disease.

In another set of embodiments, partition coefficients for the predetermined analytes in

the phases are calculated and compared to partition coefficient values for the predetermined

analytes associated with individuals without and with the predetermined disease.

Yet another aspect of the invention is generally directed to a method for diagnosing a

disease in a subject comprised of the following: collecting an biological fluid from a subject;

partitioning the biological fluid in at least one aqueous two-phase partitioning system;

assaying the aqueous phase of one phase of the aqueous two phase partitioning system for a

plurality of analytes, using at least one assay specific for the each analyte; determining the

concentration for each analyte in the aqueous phase, and, calculating presence or risk level of

the disease in the subject by comparing the concentrations of the analytes to known

concentration values in corresponding aqueous phases derived from biological fluid samples

taken from individuals with and without the disease.

In one set of embodiments, the disease is cancer.

In another set of embodiments, the cancer is selected from the following: throat

cancer, stomach cancer, pancreatic cancer, brain cancer, lung cancer, cervical cancer, prostate

cancer, breast cancer, testicular cancer, ovarian cancer, oral cancer, throat cancer, esophagus

cancer, and intestinal cancer and intestinal cancer.

In another set of embodiments, the disease is realized as a plurality of diseases.

In another set of embodiments, the disease is hereditary.

In another set of embodiments, the one phase is substantially immiscible in a second

phase of the aqueous two phase partitioning system.

In another set of embodiments, the concentrations in either of the aqueous phases

differ between healthy individuals and those affected by the disease.



In another set of embodiments, the biological fluid is selected from the following:

whole blood, blood serum, blood plasma, saliva, urine, CNS fluid, breast nipple aspirate

fluid, cerebral spinal fluid, and semen.

In yet another aspect, the present invention is generally directed to a method for

diagnosing a cancer. In one set of embodiments, the method includes acts of partitioning a

biological fluid from a subject in an aqueous two-phase partitioning system, assaying

aqueous phases of said two phase partitioning system for a plurality of species, using at least

one assay specific for said each species, calculating a partition coefficient K for each species,

and determining presence or risk level of said cancer in said subject by comparing the

calculated partition coefficients with reference values. K may be a ratio of amount of

dissolved species in each aqueous phase of said two phase partitioning system.

According to another aspect, the present invention is generally directed to a method

for diagnosing a disease in a subject. In one set of embodiments, the method includes acts of

partitioning a biological fluid from a subject in at least one aqueous two-phase partitioning

system, assaying at least one phase of said aqueous two phase partitioning system for a

plurality of species, using at least one assay specific for said each species, determining the

concentration for each species in said aqueous phase, and determining presence or risk level

of said disease in said subject by comparing the concentrations of said species to reference

values.

Yet another aspect of the present invention is generally directed to a method for

determining cancer in a subject. In one set of embodiments, the method includes acts of

providing a sample taken from a subject, where the sample comprises two or more species,

determining partition coefficients between the two or more species in at least a first phase and

a second phase of an aqueous multi-phase system, and determining cancer within the subject

based on the two or more partition coefficients. In some cases, the second phase is

substantially immiscible with the first phase at equilibrium.

In still another aspect, the present invention is generally directed to a liquid

partitioning system for use in the detection of a disease in a subject. In one set of

embodiments, the system comprises two or more liquid phases, said liquid phases being

substantially immiscible, where each liquid phase has an aqueous component where a

plurality of species associated with said disease are solubilized, and where the concentrations

of said species in said liquid phases are related to the presence or absence of said disease in

said subject.



In another aspect, the present invention encompasses methods of making one or more

of the embodiments described herein, for example, as is discussed herein. In still another

aspect, the present invention encompasses methods of using one or more of the embodiments

described herein, for example, as is discussed herein.

Other advantages and novel features of the present invention will become apparent

from the following detailed description of various non-limiting embodiments of the invention

when considered in conjunction with the accompanying figures. In cases where the present

specification and a document incorporated by reference include conflicting and/or

inconsistent disclosure, the present specification shall control. If two or more documents

incorporated by reference include conflicting and/or inconsistent disclosure with respect to

each other, then the document having the later effective date shall control.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Non-limiting embodiments of the present invention will be described by way of

example with reference to the accompanying figures, which are schematic and are not

intended to be drawn to scale. In the figures, each identical or nearly identical component

illustrated is typically represented by a single numeral. For purposes of clarity, not every

component is labeled in every figure, nor is every component of each embodiment of the

invention shown where illustration is not necessary to allow those of ordinary skill in the art

to understand the invention. In the figures:

FIG. 1 shows a flowchart related to a method of one embodiment of the invention;

FIG. 2 shows a flowchart of method associated with another embodiment of the

invention;

FIG. 3 shows a schematic view of yet another embodiment of the invention; and,

FIG. 4 shows the normalized differences between normal and cancer samples using

three different determination methods, including conventional sample concentration

measurement, and various embodiments of the present invention as applied to the same

samples: measurement of concentration in the top phase alone of an aqueous partitioning

system, and determination of the partition coefficient (K) of the same partitioning system.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The present invention, in some embodiments thereof, generally relates to methods and

devices for determining the health status of a subject, e.g., whether the subject has a disease or

other condition. In some embodiments, a plurality or mixture of species may be differentially

solubilized in a single two-phase aqueous system, or other multi-phase aqueous system. The

nature or degree of the solubilization of the species may be used to determine the health status



of a subject. For example, some embodiments are directed to devices and methods for

determining a disease or other condition as a function of the changes to the structure of two or

more species. The species may be selected based on their differential solubility behavior in a

two-phase or other multi-phase aqueous system. Preferential enrichment of the species

concentrations in one of the phases, and/or the ratios of species in the phases may be

determined, and in some cases compared to their respective values for healthy and/or diseased

subjects to determine the health status of the subject.

For example, one aspect of the present invention relates to methods and devices for

detecting the presence or risk of acquiring a disease or condition as related to differential

solubility behavior of a plurality of species in the aqueous portions of two substantially

immiscible liquids. Aqueous partitioning systems may be generally employed in some

embodiments, wherein the partitioning behavior of at least two species is determined, e.g., to

be different between healthy subjects and subjects having a disease or condition.

For purposes of better understanding some embodiments of the present invention, as

illustrated in FIGS. 1-3 of the drawings, reference is first made to FIG. 1. This figure shows

a flowchart of an embodiment of the instant invention for diagnosing or determining a cancer,

e.g., one that is predetermined. As shown in this figure, the embodiment includes: collecting

a biological fluid from a subject (which may contain a mixture of species); partitioning the

biological fluid in an aqueous two-phase (or multi-phase) partitioning system; assaying one

or more of the aqueous phases of the two-phase partitioning system for a plurality of species,

using one or more assays to determine the species; calculating a partition coefficient K for

each species, wherein K is a ratio of amount of dissolved species in each aqueous phase of

the two-phase partitioning system; and, determining the health status of the subject. For

example, the presence or risk level of a disease or condition (e.g., cancer) in the subject may

be determined by comparing numerical values of the calculated partition coefficients with

reference values previously determined for the plurality of species in the biological fluid

taken from subjects with and without the disease or condition. In some cases, the biological

fluid tested may include fluids such as whole blood, blood serum, blood plasma, saliva, urine,

CNS fluid, breast nipple aspirate fluid, cerebral spinal fluid, semen, or the like. The

biological fluid may also be collected from a subject, and may in some cases be processed for

further use. Specific species can be determined in the biological fluid. These species may

come from a variety of cellular sources and their specific functions or identities may be

known or even unknown in some cases.



In some embodiments, the species can be partitioned in the aqueous phases of two (or

more) substantially immiscible liquids of a partitioning system, wherein each species is

dissolved in each aqueous phase, and wherein the dissolution of the species is generally

related to the presence or absence of the specific disease or other condition under diagnosis.

For example, the species may include various biomarkers for cancer or other diseases. The

two aqueous-based solvent phases of the partitioning system may have different molecular

structures in some cases. In equilibrium, differences between the molecular interactions of

any dissolved molecule and the solvents in the various phases may be determined using the

value of a partitioning coefficient between the phases. The value of the partition coefficient

for a species may change, for instance, if the three-dimensional structure of the species

changes, e.g., as a function of the presence of cancer or other disease, or other differences

between a healthy subject and a subject with a disease or condition, etc. Thus, for example, a

species that is primarily dissolved in one phase when a healthy subject is tested may be found

to be mostly dissolved in a different phase for a subject that has a disease or other condition.

Thus, for example, a cancerous growth may lead to a change in the three-dimensional

structure of a species, which can be determined as noted above. Accordingly, by determining

the partitioning of a plurality of one, two, or more species, and optionally by partitioning such

species versus a control or reference, any changes in the species may be determined. In some

cases, such changes may be determined even if the specific change in the species (for

example, to a different configurational state) is not known. In some embodiments of the

present invention, even the identity of one or more species may not necessarily be known.

For example, one set of embodiments is generally directed to a method that makes use

of changes in the partitioning behavior of a plurality of species in response to the presence or

susceptibility towards a specific cancer (or other disease or condition). The changes in

solubility behavior may be related to changes in the structure of the species, and/or changes

in structure of the species may be related to the cancer-associated metabolic behavior.

The chemical ingredients used to prepare an aqueous system that naturally partitions

into two or more phases may be selected (e.g., as discussed below) so as to provide this

differentiation of solubility behavior as a function of presence or absence of cancer in a

subject. Once one or more of the species have been partitioned, the species in each phase can

be assayed, for example, through immuno-specific assays like ELISA. Each of the

partitioned species is assigned a concentration value for each phase. A partitioning

coefficient, K, may also be determined in some cases from the ratio of concentration of

species in each phase.



K values for each species (e.g., for subjects with different health statuses, e.g., healthy

and diseased subjects) may, in some embodiments, be chosen to be significantly different.

For example, K values determined for a subject may be compared to similar ratio values

previously determined and recorded for subjects with known health statuses. The K value

may be compared to values associated with healthy subjects and/or values for those known to

have a disease or condition, or have a predisposition to a disease or condition (for example,

the subject may have a cancer of interest, or a high risk factor for it). The number of species

analyzed may be selected under certain conditions to allow for the greatest discrimination

between various health statuses (for example, healthy versus diseased), e.g., commensurate

with cost, speed and other operational parameters. Additionally, in some embodiments, the

partitioning system may be selected in certain embodiments to allow for large K differences

between various health statuses (for example, healthy versus diseased).

In some (but not all) embodiments, while the specific species may be known apriori,

e.g., so as to identify and quantify them, their specific biological purposes or functions may

not necessarily be known. Even if unknown, various methods such as those described herein

may still be performed by those of ordinary skill in the art. Thus, for example, cancer

identification may be made by simultaneously analyzing the solubility behavior of various

species using the same partitioning system, even if, in some cases, the specific relationship

with the cancer under investigation is unknown. Such a state of affairs allows for greater

flexibility for cancer detection, as the main factor of interest is change in partitioning

behavior in the liquid partitioning system as a function of health status (for example, the

absence or presence of cancer in a subject, the predisposition of a subject to cancer, or the

like). In addition, while immunoassays can be employed for quantification of various species

in one or more of the aqueous phases, other methodologies may be employed in other

embodiments.

According to certain embodiments, while prior art inventions describe the portioning

of single biomarkers for detection of disease, it is unexpected that one could create a single

partitioning system that would successfully allow for altered partitioning behavior for two or

more species as a function of health status, such as a disease or condition.

Attention is now turned to FIG. 2, which shows a flowchart for a method according to

another embodiment of the instant invention. In one set of embodiments, a method of the

invention includes: collecting a biological fluid from a subject (which may contain a mixture

of species); partitioning the biological fluid in at least one aqueous two-phase (or multi

phase) partitioning system; assaying one or more of the aqueous phases of the aqueous two-



phase partitioning system for a plurality of species, using at least one assay specific for the

each species; determining the concentration for one or more species in one or more phases;

and determining the health status of the subject. For example, the presence or risk level of

the disease or condition in the subject may be determined by comparing the concentrations of

the species to known concentration values in corresponding aqueous phases derived from

biological fluid samples taken from subjects having various health statuses (e.g., subjects

with and without the disease or condition, subjects who are predisposed and who are not

predisposed to the disease or condition, or the like). In some cases, this can be used for

detection of or determination of a disease or condition via a traditional blood sample, urine

sample or the like, as examples of suitable biological fluids. In certain embodiments, this can

be used for detection of or determination of risk for a specific disease or condition via testing

of biological fluids such as blood, urine, semen or the like. The biological fluid may be

collected from a subject, and may be processed for further use. Specific species such as

biomolecules can be detected in the biological fluid in some cases. These species may come

from a variety of cellular sources, and their specific functions may even be unknown in some

cases.

In one set of embodiments, the species may be partitioned in the aqueous phases of

two or more substantially immiscible liquids, wherein each species is differentially dissolved

in each aqueous phase. The differential dissolution behavior may in some cases be related to

the presence or absence of the specific disease or condition under diagnosis. The aqueous

solvent phases may have different molecular structures. In equilibrium, the differences

between the molecular interactions of a species and the solvents in the various phases may be

manifested through differential solubility of the species between the phases.

In some embodiments, only one of the aqueous phases is analyzed for concentration,

for each species; no ratio calculation may be used, as the second aqueous phase is used for

partitioning but not for the assay (however, in other embodiments, more than one of the

aqueous phases may be analyzed for species concentrations, as discussed herein). Thus, a

species that shows a high concentration in one phase when a healthy subject is tested may be

found to have a significantly lower concentration in a subject having or at risk of a disease or

condition, which may lead to a change in the three-dimensional structure of the species.

Thus, sampling only one phase may either show the corresponding decrease or increase in

concentration for each species of interest.

Diseases and conditions that may be tested as discussed herein include, but are not

limited to, cancers, hereditary diseases, bacterial infections, viral infections, and sepsis.



Preparation of partitioning systems such as those described herein may, in some

embodiments, include large-scale robotic screening of chemical ingredients such as soluble

polymers, salts, and other additives to cause spontaneous phase separation, e.g., into two or

more phases. This screening may be targeted to discover and/or optimize such formulae to

distinguish those which could confer differential partitioning of two or more species from

samples of subjects with various health statuses. For example, the species may be isolated

from healthy samples, and from those who have a disease or other condition. Thus, once a

solvent system of at least two substantially immiscible liquid layers is defined via the

composition of its starting chemical ingredients, the relevant species from subjects of

unknown health conditions may, in certain cases, also be partitioned, assayed, and analyzed.

In some embodiments, the concentration of species in one phase, and not its concentration

ratio between phases, may be used for determination of a disease or condition in a subject.

It is noted that the specific species used in the analysis of a disease or condition may

be predetermined in some embodiments (for example, to allow for analysis of concentration

values from healthy subjects and subjects with a disease or condition). The specific species

may or may not be directly related to the disease or condition. For example, changes in

solubility behavior as related to changes in single phase concentration values between healthy

subjects and subjects with a disease or condition may be a direct or indirect outcome of the

presence of the disease or condition. For the latter, for example, a human protein may be

bound up with a bacterial ligand produced by a disease-causing bacteria, or the three

dimensional structure of the protein-ligand may be significantly different than the

corresponding structure (and/or charge) of the protein alone, etc. As a result, the protein

dissolution profile may change as a function of disease presence, with a resulting change in

concentration value for this specific species. Accordingly, in certain embodiments of the

invention, a disease or condition such as an infection may be determined.

Attention is now turned to FIG. 3, which shows yet another embodiment of the instant

invention. The components of a device associated with the disease detection system 300

include the following: a unit 310 for collecting a biological fluid 315 from a subject; at least

one aqueous two-phase partitioning system 320, a unit 330 for partitioning a portion of a

biological fluid of interest in the two-phase partitioning system; a plurality of assays 340 for

determining the concentrations of a plurality of species (335, 336) in aqueous phases of the

two-phase partitioning system 320; a computing element 350 adapted to determine a

portioning coefficient K for each species, wherein K represents the distribution of each

species 335, 336 in the aqueous portions 330 of the two-phase partitioning system 320; and, a



determination element 360 adapted to compare the coefficient K with known values of K for

samples of healthy subjects and subjects with a disease or condition (or at risk for the disease

or condition). In this example, there are two relevant species 335, 336 whose respective K

values are 1/5 = 0.2 and 4/1 = 4 as reflected in their presence in the aqueous phases of the

two-phase portioning system 320 (K = [x]top/[x]bottom). It should be understood, of course,

that these values are meant to be merely illustrative and not limiting.

It should also be understood that all of the elements described here may be included in

a single unit or a small number of components (e.g., modular components). The elements are

shown individually here so as to aid in the understanding of the present invention, but should

not be seen as limiting. As shown here, computing element 350 and determination element

360 may generally be associated with a computing device 370 that may further include a

controller element (not shown) that directs various tasks from the receipt of biological fluids

to producing a final determination of disease presence. Computing device 370 may be

realized as any relevant device and includes but is not limited to computers, hand-held

computers, tablet computers, cellular phones, laptop computers, and tabletop computers.

In some aspects, a feature for allowing differential solubility for the species is the

liquid partitioning system. Thus, certain embodiments of the invention make use of a liquid

partitioning system for use in the detection of a disease or condition in a subject, including:

two or more liquid phases, the liquid phases being substantially immiscible, wherein each

liquid phase has an aqueous component wherein a plurality of species associated with the

disease or condition can be solubilized, and wherein the concentrations of the species in the

liquid phases may be related to the presence or absence of the disease or condition in the

subject.

Typical, but non-limiting, components of the aqueous phases include at least one of

polyethylene glycol, dextran, polyvinyleperrolidone, Ficoll, and copolymer of ethylene glycol

and propylene glycol. The liquid partitioning system may include, in some embodiments,

substantially immiscible layers which some or all have an aqueous component. The species

may interact differently with the chemicals (and water) of each layer, and thus dissolve

differentially as shown in the FIG. 3 . Liquid partitioning systems, including aqueous liquid

partitioning systems and various compositions for forming such systems, are discussed in

greater detail below. However it should be noted that the invention is not limited to only

liquid-liquid partitioning, e.g., as described above, but also encompasses, in other

embodiments, chromatography (e.g., liquid-liquid partition chromatography), heterogeneous



two-phase systems, or multi-phase heterogeneous systems), and other suitable techniques for

generating a partition coefficient or at least an apparent partition coefficient.

In addition, in accordance with certain aspects of the present invention, the state of a

molecule, such as a species, can be affected by many different factors including, but not

limited to, changes in the chemical structure of the species (e.g., addition, deletion or

substitution of amino acids in proteins, covalent modification by chemical agents or cleavage

by chemical or thermal degradation, addition or deletion of carbohydrates to the structure,

etc.), interactions with one or more other biomolecules or ligands, and the like. Evaluation of

different states can be used as one method of determining the potential effectiveness of

different potential species, condition of the potential species, condition or state of an

environment (e.g., a mixture of species) within which the species reside, and the like.

As mentioned above the present invention involves, in certain aspects, the

investigation of the state of species. In one set of embodiments, one or more of the species is

a biomolecule, although the invention is not limited to only biomolecules. Other

embodiments of the present invention can be applied to essentially any molecular species

and/or interaction, whether biological, biochemical, chemical, or other species, and those of

ordinary skill in the art will understand how the invention can be used in the context of non-

biological molecules. Accordingly, it is to be understood that whenever "biomolecules" is

used in the description of the invention, any non-biological molecule also can be used or

studied as a species.

Thus, in one aspect, the present invention involves, in some embodiments, techniques

for determining information about the composition of a mixture of two or more species (such

as biomolecules) and/or molecules which interact with species (such as biomolecules). The

mixture may originate from a biological fluid (or other sample), such as a human clinical

sample or other biological fluid, tissue, cells, a subject, etc., or the mixture may be a synthetic

mixture. The mixture can come from a biological system (e.g., a subject) which includes, but

is not limited to, a human or non-human mammal. Non-human mammals include, but are not

limited to, a dog, cat, horse, cow, pig, sheep, goat, chicken, primate, rat, and mouse, or a

bacteria, virus, fungus, or of plant origin.

The invention also relates, in some embodiments, to developing and determining

characteristics (quantitative and/or qualitative) of a mixture that are obtained, for example,

via processing using multi-phase partitioning, which can reflect certain structural and

functional characteristics of biomolecules or molecules that interact with biomolecules in the

original mixture. These characteristics can be used, for example, for establishing



relationships between the composition of the mixture and the physiological state of the

biological source of the mixture e.g., the state of health or disease of a subject. These

characteristics can also be used to design experimental conditions for subsequent

fractionation of the mixtures into subsets enriched in the molecule(s) of interest for the

purpose of the analysis, while simultaneously reduced in the total number of different

molecule(s) in some cases. The systems and methods of the present invention can also be

useful for detecting, classifying, and/or predicting changes in a mixture of biomolecules or

molecules that interact with biomolecules. For example, the mixture may be a synthetic

mixture, or a mixture associated with a particular disease or physiological state of a living

organism, cells, tissues, or biological liquids. The systems and methods of the present

invention can also be used to detect changes to a set of biomolecules in a biological mixture

and these changes could further be used to detect and classify a diagnostic that is related to

such changes.

Examples of such changes in a mixture can be the differences in a property of a

species of the mixture, such as its conformation, structure and/or interaction tendency with

respect to another molecule or molecules (e.g., its binding affinity or other interaction

characteristic with respect to another molecule or molecules). For example, if the mixture

includes proteins or other biomolecules, such changes may be induced through primary

sequence modification, by degradation of the proteins or other biomolecules through

chemical, thermal, or other degradation mechanisms, by interaction with other molecules

and/or biomolecules, by interaction with low molecular weight compounds (e.g., hormones,

peptides, vitamins, cofactors, etc.), by changes in the relative content or concentration of the

constituents of the mixture, by reactions such as enzymatic reactions, etc. The systems and

methods of the present invention can be used, in some cases, to detect, analyze and/or

characterize biological materials, including but not limited to, polypeptides, proteins,

carbohydrates, nucleic acids, polynucleotides, lipids, sterols, and mixtures or derivatives

thereof, e.g., for the purpose of detection of, or onset of, a particular disease or physiological

state, monitoring its progress, treatment, etc.

Comparison and classification steps involved in the invention can make use of

additional information not necessarily related to (not directly derived from) the analytical

methods of the invention. For example, blood pressure, temperature, blood glucose level,

and/or essentially any other measurable physiological condition can be used in conjunction

with various techniques of the invention to analyze one or more diseases or conditions.



It will be recognized by those of ordinary skill in the art that these biological materials

can be found in any suitable form, for example, in the form of extracts from natural sources,

biological liquids, collections of molecules generated by combinatorial chemical or

biochemical techniques and combinations thereof, synthetically created, etc. In one set of

embodiments, the biological materials arise from a biological fluid (e.g., withdrawn from a

subject), and such biological materials may include one or more species (e.g., present as a

mixture).

In one embodiment, the present invention provides a method to determine certain

conditions under which variations among samples representing different species (or mixtures

of species) could be detected, i.e., determining a set of criteria and/or system components as a

"tool," or a part of a tool, to determine information, as well as the subsequent use of the tool.

For example, the ability of a system to determine a partition coefficient or a relative measure

of interaction between a species and one or more interacting components that can define one

or more phases of the system can serve as an important tool or component of such a tool.

Specifically, as one example, the partitioning of the constituents of a sample between two

phases having different chemical or biochemical affinities or other characteristics, such as

solvent structures, may separate the constituents by their relative affinity for media of

different properties or composition. This separation technique thus can include or,

alternatively, can be unlike those typically used in proteomics or similar techniques, e.g., 2-D

gel electrophoresis, in which charge and size differences are the two dimensions used to

separate the constituents of a sample. In some cases, e.g., for many applications in

proteomics, the present invention provides the ability for performing sequential or serial

partitioning, with either the same of different conditions, which may result in additional

amplification of differences in the fractionated samples. These fractions may be further

analyzed using standard proteomics techniques.

As mentioned elsewhere herein, aqueous multi-phase (e.g., two-phase) partitioning

systems are well-suited for use in many or most embodiments of the invention, but other

partitioning systems can be used. Where terms such as "aqueous two-phase partitioning" or

"aqueous multi-phase partitioning" is used, it is to be understood that other systems can be

used. Partitioning of a biopolymer in aqueous two-phase systems may depend on its three-

dimensional structure, type and topography of chemical groups exposed to the solvent, etc.

Changes in the 3-D structure of a receptor induced by some effect, e.g., by binding of a

ligand binding or by structural degradation, also can change the topography of solvent

accessible chemical groups in the biomolecule, or both the topography and the type of the



groups accessible to solvent. One result of these changes may be an alteration in the partition

behavior of the biomolecule or other species.

Biomolecules or other species can be determined to diagnose or determine an

underlying physiological condition or disease. Rapid and specific quantification techniques

are readily available to those of ordinary skill in the art which can be used to quantify the

concentration of biomolecules using standard methods and techniques directly in the

biological sample, e.g., using antibodies in an Enzyme Linked Immunosorbent Assay

(ELISA). The concentrations in the two interacting components of each system can be used

to calculate the values of the partition coefficients. Changes to the individual values of the

partition coefficients thus may indicate certain changes to the biomolecules. In some cases,

the change to the partition coefficient of one or more biomolecules, can result in a definitive

diagnosis of a disease or condition. In yet other cases, partitioning of the samples in multiple

systems and performing the steps above, then observing the pattern of values for one or more

biomolecules, can provide an alternative way to constructing a sensitive and specific

diagnostics method.

Thus, for example, a mixture of biomolecules may be obtained from a subject, and

partitioned in one or more aqueous two-phase (or multi-phase) partitioning systems. Partition

coefficients for one or more of the biomolecules may be determined, and used to determine a

physiological condition of the subject, e.g., determining the presence or risk level of the

cancer in the subject. In some cases, the partition coefficients may be compared to reference

partition coefficients, e.g., reference values previously determined for biomolecules taken

from subjects with and without a disease or condition, e.g., cancer.

For example, in connection with certain aspects of the invention, a variety of studies

can take place. For example, the studies may include determining analysis procedures that

involve taking samples from a single subject or multiple subjects. In one embodiment, a

positive sample and a control sample can be taken from a single subject. For example, a

subject may have a tumor and a positive sample may be a portion of the tumor, where a

control sample is from a non-tumorous portion of the subject. The samples, both positive and

control, can be taken from the subject at the same time or at different times. For example,

samples from a tumorous portion of a subject can be taken at different times, and used to

determine differences in one or more biomolecules, e.g., to analyze the progression of a

tumor.

Similarly, such changes may be detected using other systems and methods which have

an underlying dependence upon the topography and/or the types of solvent accessible groups.



Examples of such other methods include, but are not limited to, column liquid-liquid partition

chromatography (LLPC), a heterogeneous two-phase system, or a multi-phase heterogeneous

system. In some cases, an apparent partition coefficient may be generated that expresses the

relative changes in the average partitioning between a first and a second phase. For example,

in LLPC, the retention volume of a receptor may be used as the apparent partition coefficient.

As previously discussed, aqueous two-phase partitioning systems may be used in

various aspects of the invention to determine one or more biomolecules (or other species).

For instance, the partition coefficients of one or more biomolecules may be studied within an

aqueous two-phase partitioning system, e.g., by determining the amount and/or concentration

of the biomolecules in each of the phases using techniques such as those described herein.

Aqueous two-phase systems are well-known to those of ordinary skill in the art, and

can arise in aqueous mixtures of different water-soluble polymers or a single polymer and a

specific salt. When two or more certain polymers, e.g., dextran ("Dex") and polyethylene

glycol ("PEG"), or one or more certain polymers and one or more inorganic salts, e.g.

polyvinylpyrrolidone ("PVP") and sodium sulfate, are mixed in water above certain

concentrations, the mixture can separate into two (or more) immiscible aqueous phases under

certain conditions. There may be, in certain instances, a discrete interfacial boundary

separating any two phases, for example, such that one is rich in one polymer and the other

phase is rich in the other polymer or the inorganic salt. The aqueous solvent in one or both

phases may provide a medium suitable for biological products. Two-phase systems can also

be generalized to multiple phase system by using different chemical components, and

aqueous systems with a dozen or more phases are known in the art and can be used in

connection with the invention.

When a species is introduced into such a two-phase system, it may distribute between

the two phases. In this and other systems, the species can be found at different concentrations

within each phase, or can be at the same concentration within each phase. Partitioning of a

solute can be characterized by the partition coefficient "K," defined as the ratio between the

concentrations of the solute the two immiscible phases at equilibrium. It has previously been

shown that phase separation in aqueous polymer systems may result from different effects of

two polymers (or a single polymer and a salt) on the water structure (B. Zavlavsky, Aqueous

Two-Phase Partitioning: Physical Chemistry and Bioanalytical Applications, Marcel Dekker,

New York, 1995). As the result of the different effects on water structure, the solvent

features of aqueous media in the coexisting phases can differ from one another. The



difference between phases may be demonstrated by techniques such as dielectric,

solvatochromic, potentiometric, and/or partition measurements.

The basic rules of solute partitioning in aqueous two-phase systems have been shown

to be similar to those in water-organic solvent systems (which can also be used as systems in

the present invention). However, what differences do exist in the properties of the two

phases in aqueous polymer systems are often very small, relative to those observed in water-

organic solvent systems, as would be expected for a pair of solvents of the same (aqueous)

nature. The small differences between the solvent features of the phases in aqueous two-

phase or multi-phase systems can be modified so as to amplify the observed partitioning that

results when certain structural features are present.

It is known that the polymer and salt compositions of each of the phases usually

depend upon the total polymer and/or salt composition of an aqueous two-phase system. The

polymer and/or salt composition of a given phase, in turn, usually governs the solvent

features of the aqueous media in this phase. These features include, but are not limited to,

dielectric properties, solvent polarity, ability of the solvent to participate in hydrophobic

hydration interactions with a solute, ability of the solvent to participate in electrostatic

interactions with a solute, and hydrogen bond acidity and basicity of the solvent. All these

and other solvent features of aqueous media in the coexisting phases may be manipulated by

selection of polymer and salt composition of an aqueous two-phase system. These solvent

features of the media may govern the sensitivity of a given aqueous two-phase system toward

a particular type of solvent accessible chemical groups in the receptor. This sensitivity, type,

and topography of the solvent accessible groups in two different proteins, for example, can

determine the possibility of separating proteins in a given aqueous two-phase system.

In some cases, a particularly sensitive system may be required, i.e., a system that is

very sensitive to, and able to determine a partition coefficient or a relative measures of

interaction with respect to, two very similar species. This sensitivity may be of importance

when, for example, subtle differences are being detected between the conformational changes

in a receptor induced by binding of closely related chemical compounds. The present

invention provides, in one set of embodiments, efficient and successful systems and methods

for screening aqueous phase compositions to identify and/or amplify differences between the

compositions of two mixtures. By utilizing a wide variety of different conditions to screen

each molecule, as described herein, different partitioning behavior may be obtained reliably

without the need to fully understand the underlying theory of aqueous two-phase partitioning,

or any of the other related or substitutable techniques.



Biomolecules such as proteins, nucleic acids, etc. may be distributed between the two

or more phases when placed into such a system. For example, in the case where phase-

forming polymers are used, solutions comprising one or more of the two polymers and the

biomolecule may be mixed together such that both phase-forming polymers and the

biomolecule are mixed. The resulting solution is resolved and a two-phase system is formed.

Optionally, centrifugation can be used to enhance separation of the phases. It will be

recognized by those of ordinary skill in the art that partitioning behavior of a biomolecule

may be influenced by many variables, such as the pH, the polymers used, the salts used,

factors relating to the composition of the system, as well as other factors such as temperature,

volume, etc. Optimization of these factors for desired effects can be accomplished by routine

practice by those of ordinary skill in the relevant arts, in combination with the current

disclosure.

Evaluation of data from partitioning of a biomolecule or other species can involve use

of the partition coefficient, in some embodiments of the invention. For example, the partition

coefficient of a protein can be taken as the ratio of the protein in first phase to that in the

second phase in a biphasic system. When multiple phase systems are formed, there can be

multiple independent partition coefficients, each of which can be defined between any two

phases. It will be recognized that the partition coefficient for a given biomolecule of a given

conformation will be a constant if the conditions and the composition of the two-phase

system to which it is subjected remain constant. Thus, if changes are observed in the

partition coefficient for a protein upon addition of a potential binding partner, these changes

can be presumed to result from changes in the protein structure caused by formation of a

protein-binding partner complex. The partition coefficient K, as used herein, is a specifically

mathematically defined quantity as further described herein, and the term includes

coefficients representing the relative measure of interaction between a species and at least

two interacting components. It should also be recognized that differences between partition

coefficients of corresponding species in two or more mixtures could indicate, in addition to

potential structural changes, also binding or lack of binding of such species to other species in

the mixtures.

In a non-limiting example of one partitioning system, aqueous multi-phase systems

are known to be formable from a variety of substances. For example, in order to determine

the partition coefficient of a protein (or a mixture of a protein with another compound) to be

analyzed, concentrated stock solutions of all the components (polymer 1, e.g., dextran;

polymer 2, e.g., PEG, polyvinylpyrrolidone, salts, etc.) in water can be prepared separately.



The stock solutions of phase polymers, salts, and the protein mixture can be mixed in the

amounts and conditions (e.g., pH from about 3.0 to about 9.0, temperature from about 4 °C to

60 °C, salt concentration from 0.001 to 5 mol/kg) appropriate to bring the system to the

desired composition and vigorously shaken. The system can then be allowed to equilibrate

(resolve the phases). Equilibration can be accomplished by allowing the solution to remain

undisturbed, or it can be accelerated by centrifugation, e.g., for 2-30 minutes at about 1000 g

to 4000 g, or higher. Aliquots of each settled (resolved) phase can be withdrawn from the

upper and/or lower phases (or from one or more phases, if multiple phases are present). The

concentration of species within the phases can be determined for one or more of the phases.

Different assay methods may be used to determine partition coefficients between a

species and interacting components, e.g. in the form of the concentration of the biomolecules

in each phase of a multi-phase system. The assays will often depend upon the identity and

type of species or other biomolecule present. Examples of suitable assay techniques include,

but are not limited to, spectroscopic, immunochemical, chemical, fluorescent, radiological

and enzymatic assays. When the biomolecule is a peptide or protein, the common peptide or

protein detection techniques can be used. These include, but are not limited to, direct

spectrophotometry (e.g., monitoring the absorbance at 280 nanometers) and dye binding

reactions with Coomassie Blue G-250 or fluorescamine, o-phthaldialdehyde, or other dyes

and/or reagents. Alternatively, if the protein is either an antibody or an antigen, certain

immunochemical assays can be used in some cases.

The concentration of the species in each phase can be used to determine the partition

coefficient of the sample under the particular system conditions. Since the partition

coefficient reflects the ratio of the two concentrations, the absolute values are not typically

required. It will be recognized that this can allow certain analytical procedures to be

simplified, e.g., calibration can be eliminated in some instances. It also may have significant

advantage for negating the effect of natural variability in the absolute concentration of

proteins in samples obtained from, e.g., various subjects, when comparing two or more

samples, thus focusing on those changes detected as differences in the partition coefficient

relevant to changes to the structure of the individual species in the samples.

It should be recognized by those skilled in the art that the steps in above description of

obtaining the partition coefficient could be substituted by other steps or measurements.

Depending on the size, volumes, amount of the biomolecule, detection system, discrete or

continuous operation using either liquid-liquid or liquid-solid portioning, other processes that



effectively result in results described herein could be developed. Such modifications and

different processes should not limit the scope of this complete invention.

The partition coefficient can then be compared with other partition coefficients. For

example, a partition coefficient for a species can be compared to the partition coefficients for

the species under different conditions, a partition coefficient for a species can be compared to

the partition coefficients for the species when combined with other species, a set of partition

coefficients for a species can be compared to other sets of partition coefficients, etc. This

comparative information can be obtained at the same time or near the same time and in the

same system or a similar system as is used to determine the interaction characteristics of the

molecules of interest, or can be provided as pre-prepared data in the form of charts, tables, or

electronically stored information (available on the Internet, disc, etc.)

In one embodiment of the present invention, proteins or other biomolecular mixtures

from an experimental sample and from a reference sample (determined simultaneously,

previously, or subsequently, as described above) may be caused to partition in a variety of

different aqueous two-phase systems, e.g. formed by different types of polymers, such as

Dextran and PEG or Dextran and Ficoll, by the same types of polymers with different

molecular weights, such as Dextran-70 and PEG-600 or Dextran-70 and PEG-8,000, by the

same polymers but containing different in type and/or concentration salt additives, different

buffers of different pH and concentration, etc. The overall partition coefficients for the

mixtures determined using a particular assay procedure (e.g., same for both samples) can be

determined in all of the systems. In one embodiment, the systems displaying different

partition coefficients for the mixtures under comparison may be selected as a separation

medium, for example, for further fractionation and/or characterization of the mixtures. In

another embodiment, mixtures are partitioned using one or more standard systems with

known properties, e.g., those providing enhanced sensitivity levels towards hydrophobic or

ionic interactions. In such a case, the individual partition coefficients of the species

comprising the mixtures may be determined following separation of the mixtures in the

phases and/or compared between two or more mixtures.

The reasons for the observed differences in the partition behavior of the two samples

do not have to be scientifically characterized for such differences to be useful for many

applications, e.g., for diagnostics. Such differences, resulting in partitioning behavior, may

arise due to multiple reasons, including relative compositional, structural, or conformational

differences in the samples when exposed to aqueous media of different solvent structures.



In some embodiments, one or more of the fluid manipulations may occur within a

microfluidics device. "Microfluidic," as used herein, refers to a device, article, or system

including at least one fluid channel having a cross-sectional dimension of less than about 1

mm. The "cross-sectional dimension" of the channel is measured perpendicular to the

direction of net fluid flow within the channel. Thus, for example, some or all of the fluid

channels in an article can have a maximum cross-sectional dimension less than about 2 mm,

and in certain cases, less than about 1 mm. In one set of embodiments, all fluid channels in

an article are microfluidic and/or have a largest cross sectional dimension of no more than

about 2 mm or about 1 mm. In certain embodiments, the fluid channels may be formed in

part by a single component (e.g. an etched substrate or molded unit). Of course, larger

channels, tubes, chambers, reservoirs, etc. can be used to manipulate in other embodiments of

the invention. In one set of embodiments, the maximum cross-sectional dimension of the

channels in an article is less than about 1 mm, less than about 500 micrometers, less than

about 300 micrometers, less than about 200 micrometers, less than about 100 micrometers,

less than about 75 micrometers, less than about 50 micrometers, less than about 30

micrometers, less than about 25 micrometers, less than about 20 micrometers, less than about

15 micrometers, less than about 10 micrometers, less than about 5 micrometers, less than

about 3 micrometers, less than about 2 micrometers, less than about 1 micrometer, less than

about 500 nm, less than about 300 nm, less than about 100 nm, or less than about 50 nm. In

some cases, suitable microfluidics devices may be readily obtained commercially.

In addition, according to some aspects of the present invention, a computer and/or an

automated system is provided able to automatically and/or repetitively perform any of the

methods described herein. As used herein, "automated" devices refer to devices that are able

to operate without human direction, i.e., an automated device can perform a function during a

period of time after any human has finished taking any action to promote the function, e.g. by

entering instructions into a computer. Typically, automated equipment can perform repetitive

functions after this point in time. One specific example of a technique that can make use of a

computer or other automated system is in a process in which a physiological condition of a

system as determined by determining a relative measure of interaction between one or more

species from a sample from the system and various interacting components of a partitioning

system. In the clinical setting, this may be accomplished by drawing a sample of blood

(milliliter-sized or a very small sample such as a drop or less) and subjecting the blood

sample or a subset thereof (e.g., plasma) to a multi-phase partitioning process. The results of



this process can then be compared to similar behavior of markers in a similar system, which

can take the form of data stored electronically.

Various embodiments of the present invention can also be implemented exclusively in

hardware, or in a combination of software and hardware. For example, in one embodiment,

rather than a conventional personal computer, a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is

used. As known to those skilled in the art, PLCs are frequently used in a variety of process

control applications where the expense of a general purpose computer is unnecessary. PLCs

may be configured in a known manner to execute one or a variety of control programs, and

are capable of receiving inputs from a user or another device and/or providing outputs to a

user or another device, in a manner similar to that of a personal computer. Accordingly,

although embodiments of the present invention are described in terms of a general purpose

computer, it should be appreciated that the use of a general purpose computer is exemplary

only, as other configurations may be used.

"Aqueous," as used herein, refers to the characteristic properties of a solvent/solute

system wherein the solvating substance has a predominantly hydrophilic character. Examples

of aqueous solvent/solute systems include those where water, or compositions containing

water, are the predominant solvent.

"Partitioning system," as used herein, refers to any material having at least two

phases, sections, areas, components, or the like, at least two of which can interact differently

with at least one species to which they are exposed. For example, a partitioning system can

include different areas of a solid surface, which can interact differently with a particular

molecule exposed to the different sections, a multi-phase system such as a multi-phase liquid

system, e.g., an aqueous/non-aqueous system or an aqueous multi-phase system (as defined

herein) to which one or more species can be exposed and optionally dissolved, at least some

of which species can interact differently with different phases. For example, a particular

species may have a greater affinity for one phase rather than another phase to the extent that a

multi-phase partitioning system can isolate a species from a mixture, or cause a species to

partition at least in some way differently between the phases.

"Aqueous multi-phase system," as used herein, refers to an aqueous system which

includes greater than one aqueous phase in which a species can reside, and which can be used

to characterize the structural state of the species according to the methods described herein.

For example, an aqueous multi-phase system can separate at equilibrium into two, three, or

more immiscible phases. Aqueous multi-phase systems are known in the art and this phrase,



as used herein, is not meant to be inconsistent with accepted meaning in the art. Examples of

various aqueous multi-phase systems, and their compositions, are discussed herein.

An "interacting component" means a component, such as a phase of multi-phase

system, that can interact with a species and provide information about that species (for

example, an affinity for the species). Multiple interacting components, exposed to a species,

can define a system that can provide a "relative measure of interaction" between each

component and the species. An interacting component can be aqueous or non-aqueous, can

be polymeric, organic (e.g. a protein, small molecule, etc.), inorganic (e.g. a salt), or the like,

or any combination thereof. A set of interacting components can form a system useful in and

in part defining any experimental method which is used to characterize the structural state of

a species according to the methods described herein. Typically, a system of interacting

components can measure the relative interaction between the species and at least two

interacting components. An aqueous multi-phase system is an example of a system of

interacting components, and it is to be understood that where "aqueous system" or "aqueous

multi-phase system" is used herein, this is by way of example only, and any suitable system

of interacting components can be used.

Where aqueous two-phase and aqueous multi-phase systems are described herein, it is

to be understood that other systems, as used herein, systems analogous to those comprising

only aqueous solutions or suspensions can be used. For example, an aqueous two-phase

system can include non-aqueous components in one or more phases that are not liquid in

character. In this aspect, multi-phase systems also refers to related techniques that rely on

differential affinity of the biomolecule to one media versus another, wherein the transport of

the biomolecule between one medium and, optionally, another medium occurs in an aqueous

environment. Examples of such multi-phase systems include, but are not limited to, HPLC

columns or systems for liquid-liquid partition chromatography, as are known to those of

ordinary skill in the art.

"Relative measure of interaction," with reference to a particular species as used

herein, means the degree to which the species interacts with another species or with a phase

of a multi-phase system in a relative sense. For example, a particular species may have a

greater affinity for one phase of a multi-phase system rather than another phase or phases, the

degree to which it interacts with or resides in, that phase as opposed to other phases defines

its relative measure of interaction. Relative measures of interaction, in the context of the

present invention, are generally determined in a ratiometric manner, rather than an absolute

manner. That is, where a species can interact with each phase of a two-phase system but



resides more preferably in one than the other, the present invention typically makes use of

information as to the ratio of concentration of the species in each of the two phases, but not

necessarily of the absolute concentration of the species in either phase. In other cases, the

interaction can be an interaction based not upon residence of a particular species within a

particular solvent or fluid carrier, but interaction with a solid surface such as a solid phase of

a chromatography column where the relative measure manifests itself in elution time, or can

involve geometric or spatial interaction such as a particular species interaction with a porous

substrate as opposed to that of a different species or a different substrate.

"Partition coefficient," as used herein, refers to the coefficient which is defined by the

ratio of chemical activity or the concentrations of a species in two or more phases of a multi

phase system at equilibrium. For example, the partition coefficient (K) of a species in a two-

phase system can be defined as the ratio of the concentration of species in the first phase to

that in the second phase. For multi-phase systems, there can be multiple partition

coefficients, where each partition coefficient defines the ratio of species in first selected

phase and a second selected phase. It will be recognized that the total number of partition

coefficients in any multi-phase system will be equal to the total number of phases minus one.

For heterogeneous phase systems, an "apparent partition coefficient," as used herein,

refers to a coefficient which describes information obtained from alternative techniques that

is correlated to the relative partitioning between phases. For example, if the heterogeneous

two-phase system used is an HPLC column, this "apparent partition coefficient" can be the

relative retention time for the species. It will be recognized by those of ordinary skill in the

art that the retention time of a species, in such a case, reflects the average partitioning of the

species between a first, mobile phase and a second, immobile phase. Also, it will be

recognized that other, similarly determinable properties of species can also be used to

quantify differences in physical properties of the species (e.g. in other techniques) and are,

therefore, suitable for use as apparent partition coefficients.

"Bind," as used herein, means the well-understood receptor/ligand binding, as well as

other nonrandom association between a biomolecule and its binding partner. "Specifically

bind," as used herein, describes a binding partner or other ligand that does not cross react

substantially with any biomolecule other than the biomolecule or biomolecules specified.

Generally, molecules which preferentially bind to each other are referred to as a "specific

binding pair." Such pairs include, but are not limited to, an antibody and its antigen, a lectin

and a carbohydrate which it binds, an enzyme and its substrate, and a hormone and its cellular

receptor. As generally used, the terms "receptor" and "ligand" are used to identify a pair of



binding molecules. Usually, the term "receptor" is assigned to a member of a specific

binding pair, which is of a class of molecules known for its binding activity, e.g., antibodies.

The term "receptor" is also preferentially conferred on the member of a pair that is larger in

size, e.g., on lectin in the case of the lectin-carbohydrate pair. However, it will be recognized

by those of skill in the art that the identification of receptor and ligand is somewhat arbitrary,

and the term "ligand" may be used to refer to a molecule which others would call a

"receptor." The term "anti-ligand" is sometimes used in place of "receptor."

"Molecule-molecule interaction," such as biomolecule-biomolecule interaction,

protein-protein interaction, and the like means an interaction that typically is weaker than

"binding," i.e., an interaction based upon hydrogen bonding, van der Waals binding, London

forces, and/or other non-covalent interactions that contribute to an affinity of one molecule

for another molecule, which affinity can be assisted by structural features such as the ability

of one molecule to conform to another molecule or a section of another molecule. Molecule-

molecule interactions can involve binding, but need not.

"Biomolecule," as used herein, means a molecule typically derived from a subject,

and which typically includes building blocks including nucleotides, and the like. Examples

include, but are not limited to, peptides, polypeptides, proteins, protein complexes,

nucleotides, oligonucleotides, polynucleotides, nucleic acid complexes, saccharides,

oligosaccharides, carbohydrates, lipids, etc., as well as combinations, enantiomers, homologs,

analogs, derivatives and/or mimetics thereof.

"Species," as used herein, refers to a molecule or collection of molecules, for

example, an inorganic chemical, an organic chemical, a biomolecule, or the like. In the

present invention, species generally are biomolecules.

"Corresponding species," as used herein, means at least two different species that are

identical chemically or, if they differ chemically and/or by molecular weight, differ only

slightly. Examples of corresponding species include structural isoforms of proteins, proteins

or other molecules that are essentially identical but that differ in binding affinity with respect

to another species or plural species, have different higher-order structure, e.g., differing in

secondary or tertiary structure but not differing or not differing significantly in chemical

sequence. In general, corresponding species are species that may be arranged differently

(isoforms, isomers, etc.) but are composed of the same or essentially the same chemical

building blocks.

"Detectable," as used herein, refers the ability of a species and/or a property of the

species to be discerned. One example method of rendering a species detectable is to provide



further species that bind or interact with the first species, where the species comprise(s) a

detectable label. Examples of detectable labels include, but are not limited to, nucleic acid

labels, chemically reactive labels, fluorescence labels, enzymatic labels and radioactive

labels.

"Mimetic," as used herein, includes a chemical compound, an organic molecule, or

any other mimetic, the structure of which is based on, or derived from, a binding region of an

antibody or antigen. For example, one can model predicted chemical structures to mimic the

structure of a binding region, such as a binding loop of a peptide. Such modeling can be

performed using standard methods (see, for example, Zhao et ah, Nat. Struct. Biol. 2 : 1131-

1137 (1995)). The mimetics identified by methods such as this can be further characterized

as having the same binding function as the originally identified molecule of interest,

according to the binding assays described herein.

"Structure," "structural state," "configuration" or "conformation," as used herein, all

refer to the commonly understood meanings of the respective terms, for example, as they

apply to biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids, as well as pharmacologically active

small molecules. In different contexts, the meaning of these terms will vary, as is appreciated

by those of skill in the art. The structure or structural state of a molecule refers generally not

to the building blocks that define the molecule but the spatial arrangement of these building

blocks. The configuration or confirmation typically defines this arrangement. For instance,

the use of the terms primary, secondary, tertiary or quaternary, in reference to protein

structure, have accepted meanings within the art, which differ in some respects from their

meaning when used in reference to nucleic acid structure (see, e.g., Cantor and Schimmel,

Biophysical Chemistry, Parts I-III). Unless otherwise specified, the meanings of these terms

will be those generally accepted by those of skill in the art.

"Physiological conditions," as used herein, means the physical, chemical, or

biophysical state of a subject. As most typically used in the context of the present invention,

physiological condition refers to a normal (e.g., healthy in the context of a human) or

abnormal (e.g., in a diseased state in the context of a human) condition.

"Marker," as used herein, is a species that can be a carrier of information regarding a

physiological state of a biological environment within which it resides. A marker can exhibit

at least two different properties or values of a specific property or properties (e.g., structural

conformation, binding affinity for another species, etc. but not solely different amounts of the

species) that correspond to and/or that represent information regarding the two or more

physiological states of environments within which they reside. For example, a marker may



be a protein that is structurally modified between a first state representative of a healthy

system within which it resides and a second structural state (different conformation)

representative of a disease system within which it resides.

The term "cancer," as used herein, may include, but is not limited to: throat cancer,

stomach cancer, pancreatic cancer, brain cancer, lung cancer, cervical cancer, prostate cancer,

breast cancer, testicular cancer, ovarian cancer, oral cancer, throat cancer, esophagus cancer,

and intestinal cancer and intestinal cancer.

The following documents are incorporated herein by reference: U.S. Patent No.

7,968,350, issued June 28, 201 1, entitled "Characterization of Molecules," by Chait, et al. ;

U.S. Patent No. 8,099,242, issued January 17, 2012, entitled "Systems and Methods for

Characterization of Molecules," by Chait, et al. ; and International Patent Application No.

PCT/US04/019343, filed June 14, 2004, entitled "Systems and Methods for Characterization

of Molecules," by Chait, et al, published as WO20041 11655 on December 23, 2004

The following examples are intended to illustrate certain embodiments of the present

invention, but do not exemplify the full scope of the invention.

EXAMPLE 1

This example shows that multiple proteins, which are being simultaneously assayed in

a single aqueous two-phase partitioning system, may potentially serve as biomarkers by

displaying differential partitioning behavior using blood plasma from subjects with prostate

malignant tumor and subjects with benign prostate hyperplasia.

Human plasma samples corresponding to malignant and benign or healthy clinical

phenotypes were purchased from SeraCare Life Sciences (Milford, MA). The diagnostic

status of each sample was provided by SeraCare Life Sciences. Sample aliquots were

thawed, brought to the room temperature, and combined in a pool composed of aliquots from

30 subjects with the same disease status before introduction into an aqueous two-phase

systems.

An aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 15.7 wt PEG-600

(molecular weight of about 600), 11.9 wt Dextran-70 (molecular weight of about 70,000),

0.15 M NaCl, and 0.010 M sodium/potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The system in each

tube was prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of stock polymer and buffer solutions

dispensed by a liquid handling workstation (Hamilton ML-4000) into a microtube having a

total volume of 1.2 mL up to a total volume of a mixture of 393 microliters. 100 microliters

of each plasma sample were added to a prepared system in a tube. The ratio between the

volumes of the two phases of each system (having a final volume of 500 microliters) was 1:1.



Each system was vigorously shaken and centrifuged for 60 min at 3500 g in a refrigerated

centrifuge with a microplate rotor with the temperature maintained at 23 °C to speed phase

settling. The microtubes were taken out of the centrifuge, and aliquots of 50 microliters from

the top and the bottom phases were withdrawn in duplicate. Each was diluted 5-fold, mixed,

centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 g, and used for further analysis.

A second aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 15.7 wt PEG-600

(polyethylene glycol with molecular weight of about 600), 11.9 wt Dextran-70 (molecular

weight of about 70,000), 0.15 M Na2S0 4, and 0.010 M sodium/potassium phosphate buffer,

pH 7.4. The system in each tube was prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of stock

polymer, salt, and buffer solutions dispensed by a liquid handling workstation (Hamilton ML-

4000) into a microtube having a total volume of 1.2 mL up to a total volume of a mixture of

400 microliters. 100 microliters of each plasma sample was added to a prepared system in a

tube. The ratio between the volumes of the two phases of each system (having a final volume

of 500 microliters) was 1:1. Each system was vigorously shaken and centrifuged for 30 min

at 3500 g in a refrigerated centrifuge with a microplate rotor with the temperature maintained

at 23 °C to speed phase settling. The microtubes were taken out of the centrifuge, and

aliquots of 50 microliters from the top and the bottom phases were withdrawn in duplicate.

Each was diluted 5-fold, mixed, centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 g and used for further analysis.

A third aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 6.0 wt PEG-8000

(polyethylene glycol with molecular weight of about 8,000), 12.2 wt Dextran-70 (molecular

weight of about 70,000), 2.3 M NaCl, and 0.010 M sodium/potassium phosphate buffer, pH

7.4. The system in each tube was prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of stock

polymer, salt, and buffer solutions dispensed by a liquid handling workstation (Hamilton ML-

4000) into a microtube having a total volume of 1.2 mL up to a total volume of a mixture of

375 microliters. 100 microliters of each plasma sample was added to a prepared system in a

tube. The ratio between the volumes of the two phases of each system (having a final volume

of 500 microliters) was 1:1. Each system was vigorously shaken and centrifuged for 30 min

at 3500 g in a refrigerated centrifuge with a microplate rotor with the temperature maintained

at 23 °C to speed phase settling. The microtubes were taken out of the centrifuge, and

aliquots of 40 microliters from the top and the bottom phases were withdrawn in duplicate.

Each was diluted and mixed with appropriate reagents as indicated below and used for further

analysis.

Immunoassay analysis of aliquots (each 200 microliters volume) from the top and the

bottom phases was performed using the Bio-Plex suspension array system (Bio-Rad



Laboratories, Hercules, CA). For each analyte, 100 beads were analyzed and mean values

were calculated. The concentrations of analytes were quantified using a standard curve

generated using Bio-Rad five-parameter curve-fitting to the series of known concentration of

analytes. The partition coefficient for each analyte was calculated as the ratio of the analyte

concentration determined in the top phase to that in the bottom phase.

The partition coefficients for several analytes examined in pools of plasma samples

from subjects with the same diagnostic status of either prostate cancer or benign prostate

condition are presented in Table 1 (partition coefficients for different proteins in plasma

samples from subjects with diagnostic status indicated in different aqueous two-phase

systems). The data presented in Table 1 demonstrate that a single aqueous partitioning

system could be used to simultaneously study the partitioning behavior of multiple unique

biomarkers. This example also illustrates that the solvent properties of the two aqueous

phases in only a single system could nevertheless enable multiple protein biomarkers to be

processed simultaneously, each exhibiting different degree of clinical separation between the

disease/benign states.

Table 1

Analyte* Partition coefficient K for analyte in plasma from subjects
Benign prostate condition Prostate cancer

PEG-600-Dex-70-NaCl-Na/K-PB
sVCAM-1 0.31 0.13
NGF 4.5 2.6
Angiostatin 5.9 2.4
Thrombospondin 0.48 0.052
PAI-1 2.1 0.65
Endostatin 9.2 3.5
MMP-2 3.5 0.97
MMP-3 2.4 1.2
PEG-600-Dex-70-Na 2SO4-Na/K-PB
sVCAM-1 8.8 21.1
sICAM- 1 8.1 26
MPO 2.4 8.7
tPAI-1 2.7 5.5
MMP-9 6.8 85.3
Kallikrein-10 0.96 1.63
NGF 16.96 30.8
MMP-2 15.9 47.4
Thrombospondin 10.2 49.3
PEG-8000-Dex-70-NaCl-Na/ K-PB



MPO 0.24 0.5
tPAI-1 2.45 3.61
MMP-9 4.1 6.5
NGF 5.7 2.95
IGFBP-1 7.8 4.3
Angio statin 9.9 2.7
Thrombospondin 1.1 0.32

*sVCAM-l - soluble vascular adhesion molecule; sICAM-1 - soluble intercellular adhesion

molecule; NGF - nerve growth factor; PAI-1 - plasminogen activator inhibitor- 1; MMP-2 -

matrix metallopeptidase 2; MMP-3 - matrix metallopeptidase 3; MMP-9 - matrix

metallopeptidase 9; MPO - myeloperoxidase; tPAI-1 - tissue plasminogen activator

inhibitor- 1; IGFBP- 1 - insulin-like growth factor-binding protein 1.

EXAMPLE 2

This example shows that multiple proteins, which are being simultaneously assayed in

a single aqueous two-phase partitioning system, could potentially serve as biomarkers by

displaying different partitioning behavior using blood plasma from subjects with pancreatic

malignant tumor and subjects with benign prostate hyperplasia.

Human plasma samples corresponding to malignant and benign or healthy clinical

phenotypes were purchased from SeraCare Life Sciences. The diagnostic status of each

sample was provided by SeraCare Life Sciences. Sample aliquots were thawed, brought to

the room temperature, and combined in a pool composed of aliquots from 30 subjects with

the same disease status before introducing into aqueous two-phase systems.

An aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 15.7 wt PEG-600

(molecular weight of about 600) and 18.1 wt sodium/potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4.

The system in each tube was prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of stock polymer

and buffer solutions dispensed by a liquid handling workstation (Hamilton ML-4000) into a

microtube having a total volume of 1.2 mL up to a total volume of a mixture of 400

microliters. 100 microliters of each plasma sample was added to a prepared system in a tube.

The ratio between the volumes of the two phases of each system (having a final volume of

500 microliters) was 1:1. Each system was vigorously shaken and centrifuged for 30 min at

3500 g in a refrigerated centrifuge with a microplate rotor with the temperature maintained at

23 °C to speed phase settling. The micro tubes were taken out of the centrifuge, and aliquots

of 50 microliters from the top and the bottom phases were withdrawn in duplicate. Each was

diluted 5-fold, mixed, centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 g and used for further analysis.



A second aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 15.7 wt PEG-600

(polyethylene glycol with molecular weight of about 600), 9.5 wt Na2S0 4, 0.15 M NaCl,

and 2.3 wt sodium/potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The system in each tube was

prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of stock polymer, salt, and buffer solutions

dispensed by a liquid handling workstation (Hamilton ML-4000) into a microtube having a

total volume of 1.2 mL up to a total volume of a mixture of 400 microliters. 100 microliters

of each plasma sample was added to a prepared system in a tube. The ratio between the

volumes of the two phases of each system (having a final volume of 500 microliters) was 1:1.

Each system was vigorously shaken and centrifuged for 30 min at 3500 g in a refrigerated

centrifuge with a microplate rotor with the temperature maintained at 23 °C to speed phase

settling. The microtubes were taken out of the centrifuge, and aliquots of 50 microliters from

the top and the bottom phases were withdrawn in duplicate. Each was diluted 5-fold, mixed,

centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 g and used for further analysis.

A third aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 18.0 wt Ficoll-70

(Ficoll with molecular weight of about 70,000), 13.0 wt Dextran-70 (molecular weight of

about 70,000), 2.3 M NaCl, and 0.15 M sodium/potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The

system in each tube was prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of stock polymer, salt,

and buffer solutions dispensed by a liquid handling workstation (Hamilton ML-4000) into a

microtube having a total volume of 1.2 mL up to a total volume of a mixture of 400

microliters. 100 microliters of each plasma sample was added to a prepared system in a tube.

The ratio between the volumes of the two phases of each system (having a final volume of

500 microliters) was 1:1. Each system was vigorously shaken and centrifuged for 60 min at

3500 g in a refrigerated centrifuge with a microplate rotor with the temperature maintained at

23 °C to speed phase settling. The microtubes were taken out of the centrifuge, and aliquots

of 40 microliters from the top and the bottom phases were withdrawn in duplicate. Each was

diluted and mixed with appropriate reagents as indicated below and used for further analysis.

Immunoassay analysis of aliquots (each 200 microliters volume) from the top and the

bottom phases was performed using the Bio-Plex suspension array system (Bio-Rad

Laboratories, Hercules, CA). For each analyte, 100 beads were analyzed and mean values

were calculated. The concentrations of analytes were quantified using a standard curve

generated using Bio-Rad five-parameter curve-fitting to the series of known concentration of

analytes. The partition coefficient for each analyte was calculated as the ratio of the analyte

concentration determined in the top phase to that in the bottom phase.



The partition coefficients for several analytes examined in pools of plasma samples

from subjects with the same diagnostic status of either pancreatic cancer or normal origin are

presented in Table 2 (partition coefficients for different proteins in plasma samples from

subjects with diagnostic status indicated in different aqueous two-phase systems). As

discussed before, this example illustrates that the solvent properties of the two aqueous

phases in only a single system could enable multiple protein biomarkers to be processed

simultaneously, each exhibiting different degree of clinical separation between the disease

and normal states.

Table 2

*sVCAM-l - soluble vascular adhesion molecule; sICAM-1 - soluble intercellular adhesion

molecule; NGF - nerve growth factor; MMP-2 - matrix metallopeptidase 2; MMP-9 - matrix

metallopeptidase 9; MPO - myeloperoxidase; IGFBP-1 - insulin-like growth factor-binding

protein 1.

EXAMPLE 3



This example shows that multiple proteins, which are being simultaneously assayed in

a single aqueous two-phase partitioning system, could potentially serve as biomarkers by

displaying different partitioning behavior using blood serum from subjects with malignant

breast tumors and subjects with benign breast tumors.

Human serum samples corresponding to malignant and benign or healthy clinical

phenotypes were purchased from SeraCare Life Sciences. The diagnostic status of each

sample was provided by SeraCare Life Sciences. Sample aliquots were thawed, brought to

the room temperature, and combined in a pool composed of aliquots from 30 subjects with

the same disease status before introducing into aqueous two-phase systems.

An aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 15.7 wt PEG-600

(polyethylene glycol with molecular weight of about 600), 9.5 wt Na2S0 4, 0.15 M NaCl,

and 2.3 wt sodium/potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The system in each tube was

prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of stock polymer, salt, and buffer solutions

dispensed by a liquid handling workstation (Hamilton ML-4000) into a microtube having a

total volume of 1.2 mL up to a total volume of a mixture of 400 microliters. 100 microliters

of each serum sample was added to a prepared system in a tube. The ratio between the

volumes of the two phases of each system (having a final volume of 500 microliters) was 1:1.

Each system was vigorously shaken and centrifuged for 30 min at 3500 g in a refrigerated

centrifuge with a microplate rotor with the temperature maintained at 23 °C to speed phase

settling. The microtubes were taken out of the centrifuge, and aliquots of 50 microliters from

the top and the bottom phases were withdrawn in duplicate. Each was diluted 5-fold, mixed,

centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 g and used for further analysis.

A second aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 15.7 wt PEG-600

(polyethylene glycol with molecular weight of about 600), 9.5 wt Na2S0 , 0.85 M NaCl,

and 2.3 wt sodium/potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The system in each tube was

prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of stock polymer, salt, and buffer solutions

dispensed by a liquid handling workstation (Hamilton ML-4000) into a microtube having a

total volume of 1.2 mL up to a total volume of a mixture of 400 microliters. 100 microliters

of each serum sample was added to a prepared system in a tube. The ratio between the

volumes of the two phases of each system (having a final volume of 500 microliters) was 1:1.

Each system was vigorously shaken and centrifuged for 30 min at 3500 g in a refrigerated

centrifuge with a microplate rotor with the temperature maintained at 23 °C to speed phase

settling. The microtubes were taken out of the centrifuge, and aliquots of 50 microliters from



the top and the bottom phases were withdrawn in duplicate. Each was diluted 5-fold, mixed,

centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 g and used for further analysis.

A third aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 15.7 wt PEG-600

(polyethylene glycol with molecular weight of about 600), 0.15 M NaCl, and 18.1 wt

sodium/potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. Each system was prepared by mixing the

appropriate amounts of stock polymer, salt, and buffer solutions dispensed by a liquid

handling workstation (Hamilton ML-4000) into a microtube of a total volume of 1.2 mL up to

a total volume of a mixture of 375 microliters. 100 microliters of each serum sample was

added to a prepared system in a tube. The ratio between the volumes of the two phases of

each system (having a final volume of 500 microliters) was 1:1. Each system was vigorously

shaken and centrifuged for 30 min at 3500 g in a refrigerated centrifuge with a microplate

rotor with the temperature maintained at 23 °C to speed phase settling. The microtubes were

taken out of the centrifuge, and aliquots of 40 microliters from the top and the bottom phases

were withdrawn in duplicate. Each was diluted and mixed with appropriate reagents as

indicated below and used for further analysis.

Immunoassay analysis of aliquots (each 200 microliters volume) from the top and the

bottom phases was performed using the Bio-Plex suspension array system (Bio-Rad

Laboratories, Hercules, CA). For each analyte, 100 beads were analyzed and means were

calculated. The concentrations of analytes were quantified using a standard curve generated

using Bio-Rad five-parameter curve-fitting to the series of known concentration of analytes.

The partition coefficient for each analyte was calculated as the ratio of the analyte

concentration determined in the top phase to that in the bottom phase.

The partition coefficients for several analytes examined in pools of serum samples

from subjects with the same diagnostic status of either breast cancer or benign are presented

in Table 3 (partition coefficients for different proteins in serum samples from subjects with

diagnostic status indicated in different aqueous two-phase systems). The data presented in

Table 3 demonstrate that there is a difference between partition behavior of indicated proteins

in serum from subjects with malignant breast tumor and from subjects with benign breast

tumor, and that this difference was displayed to a different degree in different aqueous two-

phase systems. One will note that the change in K values is not unidirectional: from benign

to malignant states, some K values increase, while others show a decrease.

Table 3



Analyte* Partition coefficient K for analyte in serum from subjects
Benign breast tumor Breast cancer

PEG-600-Na 2SO4-0.15M NaCl-Na/K-PB
sVCAM-1 1.63 0.72
sICAM- 1 18.8 9.8
tPAI-1 35.4 17.8
MMP-9 43.2 22.8
Angiostatin 5 1 24.6
MMP-2 9.65 3.59
PEG-600-Na 2SO4-0.85M NaCl-Na/K-PB
sVCAM-1 2.35 0.94
sICAM- 1 19.7 10.2
MPO 3.2 0.86
Thrombospondin 123 39.4
PAI-1 3.12 1.19
MMP-2 28.2 8.8
PEG-600-NaCl-Na/K-PB
sICAM- 1 8.12 12.64
tPAI-1 18.96 34.4
MMP-9 15.8 41.4
Angiostatin 33 62
Thrombospondin 0.20 0.66
PAI-1 0.77 1.86
MMP-2 10.4 26.7

*sVCAM-l - soluble vascular adhesion molecule; sICAM-1 - soluble intercellular adhesion

molecule; NGF - nerve growth factor; PAI-1 - plasminogen activator inhibitor- 1; MMP-2 -

matrix metallopeptidase 2; MMP-9 - matrix metallopeptidase 9; MPO - myeloperoxidase;

tPAI-1 - tissue plasminogen activator inhibitor- 1; PAI-1 -plasminogen activator inhibitor- 1.

EXAMPLE 4

This examples shows that different proteins could potentially serve as biomarkers

displaying different partition behavior upon assay in a single aqueous two-phase system,

when present in blood serum from subjects with malignant ovarian tumor and healthy donors.

Human serum samples corresponding to malignant and benign or healthy clinical

phenotypes were purchased from SeraCare Life Sciences. The diagnostic status of each

sample was provided by SeraCare Life Sciences. Sample aliquots were thawed, brought to

the room temperature, and combined in a pool composed of aliquots from 30 subjects with

the same disease status before introducing into aqueous two-phase systems.

An aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 15.7 wt PEG-600

(polyethylene glycol with molecular weight of about 600), 11.9 wt Dextran-70 (dextran

with molecular weight of about 70,000), 0.15 M NaCl, and 0.01 M sodium/potassium



phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The system in each tube was prepared by mixing the appropriate

amounts of stock polymer, salt, and buffer solutions dispensed by a liquid handling

workstation (Hamilton ML-4000) into a microtube having a total volume of 1.2 mL up to a

total volume of a mixture of 400 microliters. 100 microliters of each serum sample was

added to a prepared system in a tube. The ratio between the volumes of the two phases of

each system (having a final volume of 500 microliters) was 1:1. Each system was vigorously

shaken and centrifuged for 30 min at 3500 g in a refrigerated centrifuge with a microplate

rotor with the temperature maintained at 23 °C to speed phase settling. The microtubes were

taken out of the centrifuge, and aliquots of 50 microliters from the top and the bottom phases

were withdrawn in duplicate. Each was diluted 5-fold, mixed, centrifuged for 5 min at 3000

g and used for further analysis.

A second aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 18.0 wt Ficoll-70

(Ficoll with molecular weight of about 70,000), 13.0 wt Dextran-70 (dextran with

molecular weight of about 70,000), and 0.15 M sodium/potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4.

The system in each tube was prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of stock polymer,

salt, and buffer solutions dispensed by a liquid handling workstation (Hamilton ML-4000)

into a microtube having a total volume of 1.2 mL up to a total volume of a mixture of 400

microliters. 100 microliters of each serum sample was added to a prepared system in a tube.

The ratio between the volumes of the two phases of each system (having a final volume of

500 microliters) was 1:1. Each system was vigorously shaken and centrifuged for 60 min at

3500 g in a refrigerated centrifuge with a microplate rotor with the temperature maintained at

23 °C to speed phase settling. The microtubes were taken out of the centrifuge, and aliquots

of 50 microliters from the top and the bottom phases were withdrawn in duplicate. Each was

diluted 5-fold, mixed, centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 g and used for further analysis.

A third aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 18.0 wt Ficoll-70

(Ficoll with molecular weight of about 70,000), 13.0 wt Dextran-70 (dextran with

molecular weight of about 70,000), 0.15 M Na2S0 4 , and 0.01 M sodium/potassium phosphate

buffer, pH 7.4. The system in each tube was prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of

stock polymer, salt, and buffer solutions dispensed by a liquid handling workstation

(Hamilton ML-4000) into a microtube having a total volume of 1.2 mL up to a total volume

of a mixture of 400 microliters. 100 microliters of each serum sample was added to a

prepared system in a tube. The ratio between the volumes of the two phases of each system

(having a final volume of 500 microliters) was 1:1. Each system was vigorously shaken and

centrifuged for 60 min at 3500 g in a refrigerated centrifuge with a microplate rotor with the



temperature maintained at 23 °C to speed phase settling. The microtubes were taken out of

the centrifuge, and aliquots of 50 microliters from the top and the bottom phases were

withdrawn in duplicate. Each was diluted 5-fold, mixed, centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 g and

used for further analysis.

Immunoassay analysis of aliquots (each 200 microliters volume) from the top and the

bottom phases was performed using the Bio-Plex suspension array system (Bio-Rad

Laboratories, Hercules, CA). For each analyte, 100 beads were analyzed and means were

calculated. The concentrations of analytes were quantified using a standard curve generated

using Bio-Rad five-parameter curve-fitting to the series of known concentration of analytes.

The partition coefficient for each analyte was calculated as the ratio of the analyte

concentration determined in the top phase to that in the bottom phase.

The partition coefficients for several analytes examined in pools of serum samples

from subjects with the same diagnostic status of either ovarian cancer or normal are presented

in Table 4 (partition coefficients for different proteins in serum samples from subjects with

diagnostic status indicated in different aqueous two-phase systems). It is evident that the

conclusions regarding the applicability of a single aqueous two-phase system to analyze

multiple protein biomarkers hold also in the case of ovarian cancer.

Table 4

Analyte* Partition coefficient K for analyte in serum from subjects
Healthy donors Ovarian cancer

PEG-600-Dex-NaCl-Na/K-PB
sE-Selectin 0.36 0.74
sVCAM-1 0.09 0.20
Thrombospondin 11.44 28.7
MMP-9 43.2 22.8
AFP 1.09 0.57
Ficoll-Dex-Na/K-PB
sVCAM-1 8.9 16.4
sICAM- 1 6.4 8.3
MMP-9 9.2 12
IGFBP-1 2.97 5.14
Angiostatin 5.74 23
Mesothelin 1.48 4.27
Prolactin 10.4 13.9
Ficoll-Dex-Na 2S0 4-Na/K-PB
sE-Selectin 2.3 4.2
Angiostatin 10.3 15.6



* sVCAM-1 - soluble vascular adhesion molecule; sICAM-1 - soluble intercellular adhesion

molecule; MMP-9 - matrix metallopeptidase 9; IGFBP-1 - insulin-like growth factor-binding

protein 1; AFP - alpha fetoprotein.

EXAMPLE 5

This example illustrates using ovarian cancer and healthy samples to derive

diagnostically useful information from simultaneously partitioning multiple biomarkers in

biological fluids using a single partitioning system. It is demonstrated that the differential

partitioning of biomarkers between the two aqueous phases based on their correspondence to

a disease state could be studied by measuring the concentration of a biomarker in a single

phase, instead of measuring the concentration in both phases and calculating the partition

coefficient, K.

Human serum samples corresponding to malignant and benign or healthy clinical

phenotypes were purchased from SeraCare Life Sciences. The diagnostic status of each

sample was provided by SeraCare Life Sciences. Sample aliquots were thawed, brought to

the room temperature, and combined in a pool composed of aliquots from 30 subjects with

the same disease status before introducing into aqueous two-phase systems.

An aqueous two-phase system was prepared containing 18.0 wt Ficoll-70 (Ficoll

with molecular weight of about 70,000), 13.0 wt Dextran-70 (dextran with molecular

weight of about 70,000), and 0.15 M sodium/potassium phosphate buffer, pH 7.4. The

system in each tube was prepared by mixing the appropriate amounts of stock polymer, salt,

and buffer solutions dispensed by a liquid handling workstation (Hamilton ML-4000) into a

microtube having a total volume of 1.2 mL up to a total volume of a mixture of 400

microliters. 100 microliters of each serum sample was added to a system. The ratio between

the volumes of the two phases of each system (having a final volume of 500 microliters) was

1:1. Each system was vigorously shaken and centrifuged for 60 min at 3500 g in a

refrigerated centrifuge with a microplate rotor with the temperature maintained at 23 °C to

speed phase settling. The microtubes were taken out of the centrifuge, and aliquots of 50

microliters from the top and the bottom phases were withdrawn in duplicate. Each was

diluted 5-fold, mixed, centrifuged for 5 min at 3000 g and used for further analysis.

Immunoassay analysis of aliquots (each 200 microliters volume) from the top and the

bottom phases was performed using the Bio-Plex suspension array system (Bio-Rad



Laboratories, Hercules, CA). For each analyte, 100 beads were analyzed and means were

calculated. The concentrations of analytes were quantified using standard curve generated

using Bio-Rad five-parameter curve-fitting to the series of known concentration of analytes.

The concentrations for several analytes in top aqueous phase were measured followed

partitioning of pools of serum samples from subjects with same diagnostic status of cancer or

benign/normal are presented in Table 5 (concentrations for different proteins in top phase of

aqueous two-phase system for pools of serum from subjects with indicated diagnostic status).

The concentration values for the top phase and total raw sample concentrations are noted.

The K values for the particular proteins/cancer/SIA combinations corresponded to the values

provided in Tables 1 and 2 . The normalized difference (delta) between the benign/normal

and cancer cases is calculated for each of the three assay options, using the top phase

concentration data alone, the total sample concentration alone, or the K value. Fig. 4

illustrates the normalized difference data in Table 5 .

It is evident that for the same biomarker/cancer type/SIA composition, the largest

difference between the two states was always found between the K values. If only a single

concentration measurement is desired for simplicity and cost considerations (K requires at

least two concentration measurements for calculation), then the data demonstrate that it may

be advantageous to measure the concentration of a single phase following partitioning,

instead of the incoming sample concentration. Given the natural variability in both

normal/benign and cancer populations, it may be difficult or impossible to determine a

diagnosis of cancer, as an example, unless the concentration level of the sample is

significantly different from that corresponding to normal/benign conditions. Thus,

partitioning the sample in SIA with particular composition such that, e.g., the biomarker

protein will preferentially segregate to the top phase in cancer over that corresponding to

normal/benign, may result in better and more significant differentiation between samples

based on their disease state. While K differentiation may be more significant, the simplicity

and cost advantages of conducting a single measurement of the analyte concentration could

sometime be positively exploited if done following sample partitioning.

Table 5



Top Delta
Total Total Delta

SIA Top phase cone phase K K top Delta
Cancer Protein con cone total

beivnor con ben.iior ca cer phase K
ben-nor cancer conecancer cone

1 Pancreatic MMP-2 15284 17951 8734 9547 7 15.7 1 !% 124% 9%
2 Pancreatic sVCAM-l 27 49710 19230 25625 2.36 32.3 84% 2 9% 33%
2 Pancreatic s CA - i 065 10345 5267 5245 21.5 3 2 0%
3 Prostate sVCA - i 34S66 39341 19414 2059S .s 21.1 1 % 6%

SIA #1: PEG-600-Na/K-PB; SIA #2: PEG-600-Na 2SO4-NaCl-Na/K-PB;

SIA #3: PEG-600-Dex-70-Na 2SO4-Na/K-PB

Concentrations are in pg/ml.

Delta is defined in percent as: (benign/normal value - cancer value) / benign/normal value.

Although the invention has been described in conjunction with specific embodiments

thereof, it is evident that many alternatives, modifications and variations will be apparent to

those skilled in the art. Accordingly, it is intended to embrace all such alternatives,

modifications and variations that fall within the spirit and broad scope of the appended

claims. The present invention could be employed for general population screening and one

could use change the biomolecules used or add additional biomolecules if by doing so, one

would add to the accuracy of the diagnosis.

It is appreciated that certain features of the invention, which are, for clarity, described

in the context of separate embodiments, may also be provided in combination in a single

embodiment. Conversely, various features of the invention, which are, for brevity, described

in the context of a single embodiment, may also be provided separately or in any suitable

sub-combination. Any relevant liquid-based partitioning system may be appropriate for the

instant invention, beyond those specifically described in the examples above. Higher level

partitioning systems involving three or more solvents may be employed, though not directly

described herewith.

Throughout this application, various embodiments of this invention may be presented

in a range format. It should be understood that the description in range format is merely for

convenience and brevity and should not be construed as an inflexible limitation on the scope

of the invention. Accordingly, the description of a range should be considered to have

specifically disclosed all the possible subranges as well as individual numerical values within

that range. For example, description of a range such as from 1 to 6 should be considered to

have specifically disclosed subranges such as from 1 to 3, from 1 to 4, from 1 to 5, from 2 to

4, from 2 to 6, from 3 to 6 etc., as well as individual numbers within that range, for example,

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6 . This applies regardless of the breadth of the range.



Whenever a numerical range is indicated herein, it is meant to include any cited

numeral (fractional or integral) within the indicated range. The phrases "ranging/ranges

between" a first indicate number and a second indicate number and "ranging/ranges from" a

first indicate number "to" a second indicate number are used herein interchangeably and are

meant to include the first and second indicated numbers and all the fractional and integral

numerals therebetween. As used herein the term "about" refers to +/- 10 .

While several embodiments of the present invention have been described and

illustrated herein, those of ordinary skill in the art will readily envision a variety of other

means and/or structures for performing the functions and/or obtaining the results and/or one

or more of the advantages described herein, and each of such variations and/or modifications

is deemed to be within the scope of the present invention. More generally, those skilled in

the art will readily appreciate that all parameters, dimensions, materials, and configurations

described herein are meant to be exemplary and that the actual parameters, dimensions,

materials, and/or configurations will depend upon the specific application or applications for

which the teachings of the present invention is/are used. Those skilled in the art will

recognize, or be able to ascertain using no more than routine experimentation, many

equivalents to the specific embodiments of the invention described herein. It is, therefore, to

be understood that the foregoing embodiments are presented by way of example only and

that, within the scope of the appended claims and equivalents thereto, the invention may be

practiced otherwise than as specifically described and claimed. The present invention is

directed to each individual feature, system, article, material, kit, and/or method described

herein. In addition, any combination of two or more such features, systems, articles,

materials, kits, and/or methods, if such features, systems, articles, materials, kits, and/or

methods are not mutually inconsistent, is included within the scope of the present invention.

All definitions, as defined and used herein, should be understood to control over

dictionary definitions, definitions in documents incorporated by reference, and/or ordinary

meanings of the defined terms.

The indefinite articles "a" and "an," as used herein in the specification and in the

claims, unless clearly indicated to the contrary, should be understood to mean "at least one."

The phrase "and/or," as used herein in the specification and in the claims, should be

understood to mean "either or both" of the elements so conjoined, i.e., elements that are

conjunctively present in some cases and disjunctively present in other cases. Multiple

elements listed with "and/or" should be construed in the same fashion, i.e., "one or more" of

the elements so conjoined. Other elements may optionally be present other than the elements



specifically identified by the "and/or" clause, whether related or unrelated to those elements

specifically identified. Thus, as a non-limiting example, a reference to "A and/or B", when

used in conjunction with open-ended language such as "comprising" can refer, in one

embodiment, to A only (optionally including elements other than B); in another embodiment,

to B only (optionally including elements other than A); in yet another embodiment, to both A

and B (optionally including other elements); etc.

As used herein in the specification and in the claims, "or" should be understood to

have the same meaning as "and/or" as defined above. For example, when separating items in

a list, "or" or "and/or" shall be interpreted as being inclusive, i.e., the inclusion of at least

one, but also including more than one, of a number or list of elements, and, optionally,

additional unlisted items. Only terms clearly indicated to the contrary, such as "only one of

or "exactly one of," or, when used in the claims, "consisting of," will refer to the inclusion of

exactly one element of a number or list of elements. In general, the term "or" as used herein

shall only be interpreted as indicating exclusive alternatives (i.e. "one or the other but not

both") when preceded by terms of exclusivity, such as "either," "one of," "only one of," or

"exactly one of." "Consisting essentially of," when used in the claims, shall have its ordinary

meaning as used in the field of patent law.

As used herein in the specification and in the claims, the phrase "at least one," in

reference to a list of one or more elements, should be understood to mean at least one element

selected from any one or more of the elements in the list of elements, but not necessarily

including at least one of each and every element specifically listed within the list of elements

and not excluding any combinations of elements in the list of elements. This definition also

allows that elements may optionally be present other than the elements specifically identified

within the list of elements to which the phrase "at least one" refers, whether related or

unrelated to those elements specifically identified. Thus, as a non-limiting example, "at least

one of A and B" (or, equivalently, "at least one of A or B," or, equivalently "at least one of A

and/or B") can refer, in one embodiment, to at least one, optionally including more than one,

A, with no B present (and optionally including elements other than B); in another

embodiment, to at least one, optionally including more than one, B, with no A present (and

optionally including elements other than A); in yet another embodiment, to at least one,

optionally including more than one, A, and at least one, optionally including more than one,

B (and optionally including other elements); etc.

It should also be understood that, unless clearly indicated to the contrary, in any

methods claimed herein that include more than one step or act, the order of the steps or acts



of the method is not necessarily limited to the order in which the steps or acts of the method

are recited.

In the claims, as well as in the specification above, all transitional phrases such as

"comprising," "including," "carrying," "having," "containing," "involving," "holding,"

"composed of," and the like are to be understood to be open-ended, i.e., to mean including

but not limited to. Only the transitional phrases "consisting of and "consisting essentially

of shall be closed or semi-closed transitional phrases, respectively, as set forth in the United

States Patent Office Manual of Patent Examining Procedures, Section 2 111.03.

What is claimed is:



CLAIMS

A method for diagnosing a cancer, the method comprising:

partitioning a biological fluid from a subject in an aqueous two-phase

partitioning system;

assaying aqueous phases of said two phase partitioning system for a plurality

of species, using at least one assay specific for said each species;

calculating a partition coefficient K for each species, wherein K is a ratio of

amount of dissolved species in each aqueous phase of said two phase partitioning

system; and

determining presence or risk level of said cancer in said subject by comparing

the calculated partition coefficients with reference values.

The method according to claim 1, wherein said assaying is performed with one or

more species-specific immuno-based assays.

The method according to claim 2, wherein species-specific immuno-based assays is

an ELISA assay.

The method according to any one of claims 1-3, wherein said two-phase partitioning

system is adapted to differentially partition said plurality of species.

The method according to any one of claims 1-4, wherein said plurality of species

includes at least two unique biomolecules.

The method according to any one of claims 1-5, wherein said method is applied as a

part of a mathematical or statistical algorithm.

The method according to claim 6, wherein said method is applied as a part of a

mathematical or statistical algorithm in conjunction with information obtained from

imaging, genetic, or a biochemical test.

8. The method according to any one of claims 1-7, wherein said reference values are

obtained from individuals with benign tumors.



9 . The method according to any one of claims 1-8, wherein the method further

comprising screening, diagnosing, classifying according to phenotype/genotype,

aiding in therapeutic course of action, monitoring progression, and/or detecting

recurrence of the cancer.

10. The method according to any one of claims 1-9, further comprising selecting a

therapeutic drug or course of therapeutic intervention for the subject based on one or

more of the partition coefficients.

11. The method according to any one of claims 1-10, wherein said partitioning comprises

vortexing and centrifugation said two-phase partitioning system with said plurality of

species.

12. The method according to any one of claims 1-11, wherein said cancer is selected from

the group consisting of throat cancer, stomach cancer, pancreatic cancer, brain cancer,

lung cancer, cervical cancer, prostate cancer, breast cancer, testicular cancer, ovarian

cancer, oral cancer, throat cancer, esophagus cancer, and intestinal cancer and

intestinal cancer.

13. The method according to any one of claims 1-12, wherein at least some of said

plurality of species are biomarkers for said cancer.

14. The method according to any one of claims 1-13, wherein said reference values are

determined from blood samples taken from individuals with and free of said cancer.

15. A liquid partitioning system for use in the detection of a disease in a subject,

comprising:

two or more liquid phases, said liquid phases being substantially immiscible,

wherein each liquid phase has an aqueous component wherein a plurality of species

associated with said disease are solubilized, and wherein the concentrations of said

species in said liquid phases are related to the presence or absence of said disease in

said subject.



16. The system according to claim 15, wherein said liquid phases include at least one

polymer and at least one salt.

17. The system according to any one of claims 15 or 16, wherein said liquid phases

include at least one of polyethylene glycol, dextran, polyvinyleperrolidone, Ficoll, and

a copolymer of ethylene glycol and propylene glycol.

18. The system according to any one of claims 15-17, wherein said liquid phases are

manipulated within a microfluidics device.

19. The system according to any one of claims 15-18, wherein said plurality of species

includes at least two unique biomolecules.

20. The system according to any one of claims 15-19, wherein said plurality of species is

derived from a human biological fluid.

21. The system according to claim 20, wherein said biological fluid is selected from the

group consisting of whole blood, blood serum, blood plasma, saliva, urine, CNS fluid,

breast nipple aspirate fluid, cerebral spinal fluid, and semen.

22. The system according to any one of claims 15-21, wherein said system is a

component of a disease detection unit.

23. The system according to any one of claims 15-22, wherein said disease is a cancer.

24. The method according to claim 23, wherein said cancer is selected from the group

consisting of throat cancer, stomach cancer, pancreatic cancer, brain cancer, lung

cancer, cervical cancer, prostate cancer, breast cancer, testicular cancer, ovarian

cancer, oral cancer, throat cancer, esophagus cancer, and intestinal cancer and

intestinal cancer.

25. The method according to any one of claims 15-24, wherein said concentrations of said

species in at least one of the phases are compared to concentration values for said



species in the corresponding phases associated with individuals without and with said

disease.

The method according to any one of claims 15-25, wherein partition coefficients for

said species in said phases are compared to partition coefficients for said species

associated with individuals without and with said disease.

A method for diagnosing a disease in a subject, comprising:

partitioning a biological fluid from a subject in at least one aqueous two-phase

partitioning system;

assaying at least one phase of said aqueous two phase partitioning system for a

plurality of species, using at least one assay specific for said each species;

determining the concentration for each species in said aqueous phase; and

determining presence or risk level of said disease in said subject by comparing

the concentrations of said species to reference values.

The method according to claim 27, wherein the reference values comprise known

concentration values in corresponding aqueous phases derived from biological fluid

samples taken from individuals with and without said disease.

The method according to any one of claims 27 or 28, wherein said disease is cancer.

The method according to claim 29, wherein said cancer is selected from the group

consisting of throat cancer, stomach cancer, pancreatic cancer, brain cancer, lung

cancer, cervical cancer, prostate cancer, breast cancer, testicular cancer, ovarian

cancer, oral cancer, throat cancer, esophagus cancer, and intestinal cancer and

intestinal cancer.

The method according to any one of claims 27-30, wherein said disease is realized as

a plurality of diseases.

32. The method according to any one of claims 27-31, wherein said disease is hereditary.



33. The method according to any one of claims 27-32, wherein said one phase is

substantially immiscible in a second phase of said aqueous two phase partitioning

system.

34. The method according to claim 33, wherein said concentrations in either of the

aqueous phases differ between healthy individuals and those affected by said disease.

35. The method according to any one of claims 27-34, wherein said biological fluid is

selected from the group consisting of whole blood, blood serum, blood plasma, saliva,

urine, CNS fluid, breast nipple aspirate fluid, cerebral spinal fluid, and semen.

36. A method for determining cancer in a subject, comprising:

providing a sample taken from a subject, wherein the sample comprises two or

more species;

determining partition coefficients between the two or more species in at least a

first phase and a second phase of an aqueous multi-phase system, wherein the second

phase is substantially immiscible with the first phase at equilibrium; and

determining cancer within the subject based on the two or more partition

coefficients.

37. The method of claim 36, wherein determining cancer within the subject based on the

two or more partition coefficients comprises comparing the two or more partition

coefficients with reference partition coefficients.

38. The method of any one of claims 36 or 37, further comprising treating the cancer

within the subject.

39. The method of any one of claims 36-38, wherein the aqueous partitioning system

comprises polyethylene glycol.

40. The method of any one of claims 36-39, wherein the aqueous partitioning system

comprises dextran.



41. The method of any one of claims 36-40, wherein determining cancer comprises

determining the presence or absence of cancer within the subject.

42. The method of any one of claims 36-41, wherein determining cancer comprises

determining a risk of cancer.
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